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**MESSAGE**

**TO**

Jimmie Lovell

**DATE**

April 14, 1966

Dear Friend and Brother:

Letter today from Parkersburg, W.Va., says, "Read March issue of Action last week. I have only received a few issues. I did not know about the paper until a few mos. ago. I was indeed happy to note you are one of the associates. Just wanted you to know how much I appreciated your timely article in March issue. I have wondered for so long why this teaching was not brought to the attention of our people long before this."

I would like us to keep some kind of count on favorable and unfavorable response to "#race" articles!

We love and pray for you and Vivian.

**REPLY**

**DATE**

April 17

Dear John Allen: I have had five or six letters which mentioned your article for last month and nothing yet but good. We are bound to get some criticism along the way but as long as we are reasonably sure we are right we need have any fear. I wish we were in a position to be really persecuted and I feel were we doing what needs to be done we would be. Never weaken on the racial question or any other but even then there has to be education as the Jews wanted to bring in some of the Law even after becoming Christians. Tell Sue we love her - and you too. Thanks for every good word. My prayers are with you, Son.

**SIGNED**

Jimmie and Vivian
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